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ABSTRACT A software product line is used for the development of a family of products utilizing the
reusability of existing resources with low costs and time to market. Feature Model (FM) is used extensively
to manage the common and variable features of a family of products, such as Internet of Things (IoT)
applications. In the literature, the binary pattern for nested cardinality constraints (BPNCC) approach has
been proposed to compute all possible combinations of development features for IoT applications without
violating any relationship constraints. Relationship constraints are a predefined set of rules for the selection
of features from an FM. Due to high probability of relationship constraints violations, obtaining optimum
features combinations from large IoT-based FMs are a challenging task. Therefore, in order to obtain
optimum solutions, in this paper, we have proposed multi-objective optimum-BPNCC that consists of three
independent paths (first, second, and third). Furthermore, we applied heuristics on these paths and found that
the first path is infeasible due to space and execution time complexity. The second path reduces the space
complexity; however, time complexity increases due to the increasing group of features. Among these paths,
the performance of the third path is best as it removes optional features that are not required for optimization.
In experiments, we calculated the outcomes of all three paths that show the significant improvement of
optimum solution without constraint violation occurrence. We theoretically prove that this paper is better
than previously proposed optimization algorithms, such as a non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm and
an indicator-based evolutionary algorithm.

INDEX TERMS Software product line (SPL), feature modeling, Internet of Things (IoT), multi-objective
optimization.

I. INTRODUCTION
Software Product Line (SPL) is used intensively in software
industry for development of families of software that share
core common and variable functionalities. Each product of
SPL differs from the others with variable features that provide
functionalities according to end user requirements. Industry
uses SPL to increase the reusability of features that reduce
the development cost and time to market, which results in
better product development [1], [2]. Development of SPL is
based on two distinct processes: core development and appli-
cation development. The first one is the process of developing
common and variable features under the domain of SPL.
The second one is the process of developing the product by

using existing common and variable features in accordance to
the stakeholder requirements [3]–[5]. Development of exist-
ing common and variable features consume cost and time in
advance without any product derivation that can be remuner-
ated by reusability in multiple products development [6], [7].

Feature Model (FM) is a tree structure which is used to
manage the common and variable features of SPL. FM is
a compact picture of all products under the domain of SPL
where alternative, optional and OR group predefine con-
straints and relationships between features [8]. Development
of the product is based on desired features selected from
the FM, that fulfill the functional requirements and quality
attributes of stakeholder [9]. Selection of features according
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to requirements of the stakeholder is a difficult, time
consuming task in large FM configuration space, due to the
complexity of relationships and constraints. During prod-
uct configuration, the requirements from stakeholder com-
promises, do not satisfy on a single point such as lower
memory consumption, lower cost and high performance.
Therefore, SPL developers need to consider trade-off among
inter-conflicting objectives [10], [11].

The Internet of Things (IoT) is used for technology
advancement and is economically attractive in all sectors
as a revolution of communication advancement [12]–[14]
(e.g. transportation and health-care). IoT devices and applica-
tions enable the connectivity of different environments with
respect to their context [15], [16] such as indoor and outdoor
heat sensors. IoT is a paradigm that connects multiple internet
things across different environments in the context of func-
tional and non-functional requirements [17], [18]. Due to the
importance of IoT in future applications, in this article, IoT
application environments are being used to draw FMs. In the
literature section, the contextual variability management of
IoT applications by using feature modeling has already been
discussed [19]. SPL is used tomanage the contextual variabil-
ity and to increase the reusability of IoT application features.
However, selection of the best IoT application development
features according to the end user objectives is a challenging
task due to the existence of significant contextual variability
in IoT environments. To satisfy the end user objectives, opti-
mization is the best approach to achieve optimum features
selection.

Optimization is a technique extensively used to find the
optimum solutions for various problems in different engi-
neering disciplines such as design engineering, and system
engineering [20]–[22]. In literature, different multi-objective
evolutionary algorithms have been used to find the opti-
mum configuration from FM of SPL such as Indicator
Based Evolutionary Algorithm (IBEA) and Non-dominated
Sorting Genetic Algorithm (NSGA-II) [11], [23]. However,
optimum solutions from these algorithms are not fully correct
in the context of constraints violations occurrence. Moreover,
none of these algorithms are feasible to acquire 100%
correct optimum solutions of FM. To obtain fully correct
optimum solutions from large and small FMs without con-
straint violation we adopted our previous proposed approach,
the BPNCC algorithm, [24] that computes all possible com-
binations of SPL products without any constraint violations.
In the BPNCC algorithm, all unique combinations were in
binary form; selected features indicated by 1 and non-selected
features indicated by 0.

In this paper, we have proposed Multi-Objective Optimum
(MOO)-BPNCC approach to get the optimum solution for
IoT applications without any relationship constraint viola-
tion. MOO-BPNCC is an extension of BPNCC and consists
of three independent paths to acquire optimum solutions:
1) path A applies objective functions on all configurations
for optimum solutions; however, this path increases space
and time complexity on large FMs where millions of product

configurations exist, 2) path B applies the objective func-
tions on groups one by one and finds the optimum com-
binations from each group and then combines all groups
optimum solutions, 3) path C reduces the complexity of FM
by removing optional features that have constant values; 0 for
minimization and 1 for maximization of objective functions.
By using path C, time and space complexity can be reduced to
achieve optimum solutions of FM. In BPNCC [24], we have
already computed all possible solutions without any con-
straint violations; therefore, there is no possibility to miss any
valuable solution for optimum combinations. In this study,
we have found the minimized optimum solutions based on
four minimized objective functions. We evaluated the out-
comes of path A, B and C, found path C is giving the best
performance. Furthermore, we have performed theoretical
comparison of MOO-BPNCC with two well-known opti-
mization algorithms: NSGA-II and IBEA from literature and
concluded that path C of MOO-BPNCC performs better for
optimum solutions.

Further, the paper is organized as follows: Section II is
the Background, section III is the Related Work, section
IV is the FM Multi-Objective Optimization, section V is
the MOO-BPNCC of FM, section VI is the Experiment
and Performance Evaluation, section VII is the Discussion
and Limitations of MOO-BPNCC and section VIII is the
Conclusion.

II. BACKGROUND
FM is a user visible structure which represents complete
information of all SPL products in terms of relationships and
constraints among features. The hierarchy of all features in
FM is composed by [25]:
• Relationships between features can be mandatory, alter-
native, optional and OR group

• Relationships of parent feature with child feature
• Constraints of features such as if feature A is selected,
then feature B andC alsomust be selected or not selected

In attribute feature model, every feature contains func-
tional and non-functional quality attributes. Based on quality
attributes, features are selected for product derivation accord-
ing to the user requirements [26]. Figure 1 shows the attribute
feature model with four quality attributes: cost, performance,
CPU and memory.

For product derivation, only terminal features are required,
whereas, non-terminal features indicate the relationships
between terminal features. In Fig. 1. the relationship between
inDays and Unlimited is alternative, so end users must select
one only. The end user must specify the functional and non-
functional requirements and the objective functions maxi-
mize or minimize the variant product quality attribute.

III. RELATED WORK
Loesch and Ploedereder [27] proposed variability optimiza-
tion of SPL with the high complexity of feature relation-
ships. Thousands of features make it difficult to manage
the variability for product derivations according to the end
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FIGURE 1. IoT-based application attribute feature model.

user perspective. The selection of variable features according
to end user requirements such as cost and performance are
difficult for a large number of features and relationship con-
straints. Authors have proposed the optimization method of
feature selection by constructing a variable product-feature
matrix that is used for final product configurations. Formal
concept analysis has been used to extract the variable feature
matrix, where common and variable features can be differen-
tiated by finding the common features that are always used
in every product. Optimization has been applied on obtained
variable feature matrix with the attribute values of every
feature in FM.

Guo et al. [28] presented Genetic Algorithm (GA) for opti-
mized features selection of SPL FM. Minimization or maxi-
mization of objective functions is difficult to evaluate in FM
when a large number of constraints and relationships exist.
GA performs mutations and crossover on initial population,
such as features combinations, and evaluates the objective
function on each configuration to minimize or maximize the
functions. The proposed approach is named as the Genetic
Algorithm for optimized Feature Selection (GAFES) for SPL.
At initial population, all constraints need to be defined, after
that mutation and crossover operations are to be performed
according to the defined constraints.

Sayyad et al. [11] applied metaheuristic search algorithms,
including IBEA, NSGA and Strength Pareto Evolutionary
Algorithm (SPEA), to achieve and compare the optimum
results of SPL. Multi-objective optimization of FM to guide
the developers of features selection for product derivation is
important to satisfy the end user requirements under the given
resources and constraints in FM of SPL. IBEA found much

better optimum solutions compared to the other evolutionary
algorithms with five objective functions. Efficiency compar-
ison of algorithms is based on hyper volume, %correctness
and spread parameters. IBEA aims to reduce themutation and
crossover operations by following the indicator user prefer-
ence values.

Sayyad et al. [23] entertained the scalability problem of
multi-objective optimization of FM to achieve the optimum
solutions for product derivation of SPL by using IBEA. IBEA
showed better performance in the context of hypervolume and
correctness compared to NSGA-II. IBEA performs fully cor-
rect results in various large feature models from LVAT repos-
itory. IBEA suggested an indicator point for optimization
that needs to achieve using different objective functions with
crossover and mutation operations. However, NSGA-II com-
pares the solutions and finally gives the minimum or maxi-
mum optimum points.

Olaechea et al. [29] addressed the problem of minimization
and maximization of multi-objective optimizations such as
lower costs and higher performance. The authors performed
the comparison of exact and approximate optimum solutions
on small and large FM. Findings of this study show the exact
optimization is feasible on small FM however on large feature
models approximate results are found. For exact optimiza-
tion, Guided Improvement Algorithm (GIA) is feasible and
for large feature models, IBEA performed better for approx-
imate optimum solutions.

Xue et al. [30] applied IBEA for optimization of FM to
minimize the cost in the context of increasing features and
achieve optimum solutions with less constraint violations.
The author proposed Differential Evaluation (DE) integrated
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TABLE 1. Comparison of Multi-objective optimization techniques.

with IBEA to minimize the execution time for large and
complex feature models. The proposed approach is named
as IBED; the combination of IBEA and DE. The optimum
results indicate the best solutions with the consideration of
cross-tree constraints.

Lian and Zhang [31] proposed the optimum solutions
of non-functional and functional requirements of FM with
Multi-Objective Evolutionary Algorithms (MOEA) with dif-
ferent parameters of IBEA, NSGA-II and SPEA2. The opti-
mum results show the best performance of IBEA with less
constraint violations and cross-tree constraints compared
with other algorithms. IBEA performed optimization with
indicator values from end users.

The approaches discussed above for optimization of FM
clearly indicate the constraint violation of optimum solutions.
For FM, fully correct optimum solutions are important due to
selection or deselection of features for final products deriva-
tion. Therefore, in optimum solutions, if only one feature is
selected that is not required in the actual product or have
some cross-tree constraints with other features as well as
cardinality constraints, the final products do not fulfill the
end user requirements. Furthermore, the selection of fea-
tures should be fully correct without any constraint violations
and relationships. Our proposed algorithm for MOO-BPNCC
works with binary patterns of features; value is 1 if the feature
is part of the product and the value is 0 if the feature is not
part of the final product.

IV. FM MULTI-OBJECTIVE OPTIMIZATION
In current research, three MOEAs IBEA, NSGA-II and
SPEA are primarily used for FM optimization of SPL. These
MOEAs follow the basic operation of GA such as muta-
tion and crossover for both single and multi-objective opti-
mization to make new configuration. After crossover, every
new configuration is compared with the previous dominated

solution and if the solution dominates according to objective
function, then it survives otherwise discard from solution
set [32], [33].

Table 1 shows the comparison NSGA-II, IBEA and
MOO-BPNCC. NSGA-II and IBEA perform optimization
by using crossover and mutation operation to get optimum
solutions. However, there is no criterion to find whether
all possible solutions have been evaluated from objective
functions or some solutions have missed during mutation and
crossover operations. Furthermore, optimum solutions are not
fully correct due to constraint violations.

FM constraint optimization consists on predefined
constraints such as alternative, optional, OR group and
cross-tree constraints. Crossover and mutation operations
are performed on the basis of these constraints. There-
fore, constraints need to be defined in every MEOAs for
correct optimization. However, due to a large number of con-
straints and complex nested constraints, FM constraints vio-
lations occur and 100% correct solutions are not achievable.
Optimization on E-shop FM, IBEA found 66.8% correct
solutions with low parameters and 9.9% correctness with
high parameter, NSGA performed 2.4% correctness with low
parameters and 0.6% correctness with high parameters and
SPEA performed 0.8% correctness with low parameters and
0.0% correctness with high parameters [11]. However, IBEA
performed better than other optimization algorithms, but still
not fully correct. Moreover, a single constraint violation in
SPL configuration causes the final product derivation to fail.
As shown in Fig. 1 alternative constraints are inDays and
unlimited, only one can be selected. Therefore, if both inDays
and Unlimited are selected, final SPL product fails.

V. MOO-BPNCC OF FEATURE MODEL
BPNCC approach is used to obtain all possible uncon-
strained feature combinations. BPNCC algorithm solves all
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FIGURE 2. Multi objective optimum binary pattern for nested cardinality constraints (MOO-BPNCC) process for
optimum solutions.

kind of constraints such as single level and nested constraints
(alternative, optional and OR group) and final output is all
products feature combinations in binary. In binary combina-
tions, 1 indicates the selects and 0 indicates the non-selection
of features in each product configuration. To find the binary
combinations, BPNCC follow top-to-bottom approach with
cardinality constraints and found all product configurations.

In this paper, we have proposed MOO-BPNCC to get the
optimum solutions of SPL FM with a number of objective
functions. The binary patterns enable the feature for selec-
tion or deselection in every configuration as 1 is used for
selection and 0 deselections of a feature in final product
derivation. Figure 2 shows MOO-BPNCC process to get
optimum solutions. MOO-BPNCC starts with binary pat-
terns of SPL configurations that are evaluated from BPNCC
approach and assign the attribute values to terminal fea-
tures with respect to objective functions as shown in Fig. 1.
We have evaluated our proposed approach with four objective
functions as given below:

• Cost =
∑n

i=1 xi where nεZ and x is the feature.
• Performance =

∑n
i=1 xi where nεZ and x is the feature.

• CPU =
∑n

i=1 xi where nεZ and x is the feature.
• Memory =

∑n
i=1 xi where nεZ and x is the feature.

We have adopted random attribute values for four objective
functions as given in table 2.

For multi-objective optimum solutions (minimization or
maximization) we have used the mean function as given in
Eq. 1 to evaluate the objective function where all functions

TABLE 2. Objective function attribute values.

satisfy at one point.

Mean Value for all Objectives =
1
n

n∑
i=1

fi (1)

In Eq. 1, f is function and n is the number of functions.
Dominated, lower mean of minimized objective function
of combinations, will survive and non-dominated combina-
tions will be discarded. Finally, we have optimized feature
combinations.

A. MOO-BPNCC PATH A
Path A follows the complete data set of SPL product com-
binations that compute the objective functions one by one
on each product combination for optimum solutions. This
path is feasible on small feature models where less product
combinations exist.

However, it is not feasible on large feature models where
millions of product combinations exist. Due to lesser memory
systems, it is not possible to compute objective functions
simultaneously. Path A has space and execution time com-
plexity with the increase of products. Algorithm 1 shows the
process of path A.
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FIGURE 3. GroupWise feature model (FM) optimal solutions.

Algorithm 1 MOO-BPNCC Path A
Input : Binary Features Combinations (BPNCC [24]).
t = Number of Configuration.
s = number of terminal features to be optimize.
x = number of objective functions.
Output: Minimized Optimum Features Combination.

1 for (i = 1 : t) do
2 for (j = 1 : x)) do
3 F(x) = ObjectiveFunctions;
4 for (k = 1 : s) do
5 Compute = attribute values for terminal

features of jth combination;
6 end
7 a(i) = Compute Mean Value of x objective

functions for each combination;
8 end
9 if (i > 1) then
10 if (a(i− 1) > a(i)) then
11 min = a(i);
12 else
13 min = a(i− 1);
14 end
15 end
16 end

However, this path is feasible for goal based optimum solu-
tions by the end user requirements at any objective function
points. To handle the space complexity, path B is a feasible
approach to achieve the optimum solutions on less memory
systems.

B. MOO-BPNCC PATH B
We proposed path B to reduce the space complexity of large
feature models where millions of product combinations exist.
This path works on the basis of the GroupWise combination
as shown in Fig. 3. The BPNCC approach computes the

binary combinations of every group of FM and then combines
all group combinations. By using path B, objective func-
tions compute the optimum combinations from each group
and then combine all group optimum combinations. Only
dominated combinations from each group will survive and
non-dominated combinations will be discarded. Objective
functions need to apply one more time on final optimum
combinations from each group to filter optimum solutions
from group combinations.

Algorithm 2 MOO-BPNCC Path B
Input : G = number of groups
Output: Minimized Optimum Features Combination.

1 for (i = 1 : G) do
2 Define Relation of Gi with parent;
3 Optional or Mandatory;
4 if (Gi = a(i)) then
5 Generate Binary Patterns;
6 end
7 Repeat;
8 Enter number of Leaf Nodes;
9 if (AllLeafNodes) then

10 Generate Binary Patterns;
11 else
12 goto Repeat;
13 end
14 Recursive Call Path A (Evaluate Objective

Functions);
15 if (i > 1) then
16 Combine G(i)and G(i− 1);
17 end
18 end

Algorithm 2 shows the process of Path B, GroupWise
optimum solutions, from each group and then combines all
group optimum combinations.
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FIGURE 4. Feature model configurations (a) including optional variables (b) excluding optional variables.

This path is feasible on large and small FM due to Group-
Wise optimum solutions. By using this path, space com-
plexity can be reduced, but time complexity will increase
as computation of objective functions applied two times on
each group separately and on final dominated combinations
from every group. Furthermore, objective functions. There-
fore, this path is feasible to reduce the space complexity but
infeasible for computation time perspectives.

C. MOO-BPNCC PATH C
Path C is most suitable to achieve optimum solutions from
large and small feature models with less execution time and
reduce space complexity. For optimum solutions, optional
variables are always not selected; 0 (attribute values is 0)
for minimization of objective functions and always selected,
1 (attribute values is 1) for maximization of objective func-
tions. Therefore, optional variable features can be during all
product combinations. Three types of optional variables exist
in FM given below:

Algorithm 3 MOO-BPNCC Path C
Input : G = number of groups
Output: Minimized Optimum Features Combination.

1 for (i = 1 : G) do
2 Define Relation of Gi with parent;
3 Optional or Mandatory;
4 if (Gi = Optional||LeafNodes) then
5 Do Nothing;
6 else
7 Repeat;
8 Number of Children;
9 if (All LeafNodes) then
10 Generate Binary Patterns;
11 else
12 Goto Repeat;
13 end
14 end
15 Recursive Call Path A (Evaluate Objective

Functions);
16 end

• Optional Leaf Nodes
• Optional Alternative Group
• Optional OR Group
In Fig. 4, values of optional variables always 0 for min-

imization of the objective function and 1 for maximiza-
tion of objective functions. Moreover, optional variables
have a significant role on the complexity of FM, from
627 binary combinations only 21 remaining combinations
are available to optimize. Therefore, FM complexity can
be reduced by removing of these features during optimum
solutions.

TABLE 3. Values of optional variables.

Table 3 shows the values of option variables for minimized
and maximized an objective function. All optional variables
are not part of final product derivation of minimized optimal
solutions and are always part of final product derivation of
maximized optimal solutions.

Algorithm 3 shows the process of Path C; the optimum
combinations found by excluding the optional variables.

VI. EXPERIMENT AND PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
We have reduced the complexity of Fig. 1 IoT-based appli-
cation FM by using Path C. Figure 5 shows the compari-
son of Cost, Fig. 6 shows the comparison of performance,
Fig. 7 shows the comparison of CPU and Fig. 8 shows
the comparison of memory by using Path A (a), Path B
and Path C (b) that clearly indicate the same value of first
fifteen products. From one to fifteen products configura-
tions, the sum of attribute values of cost and performance is
same due to removal of the three optional features. There-
fore, the minimum optimum value is lies at first fifteen
combinations.

We used MATLAB R2015b tool and system specifications
6GB RAM, Intel(R) Core(TM) i3 with 3.30GHz processor
for experimental verification of MOO-BPNCC. To verify
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TABLE 4. Comparison of space and time complexity of Path A, B and C.

FIGURE 5. Cost objective function for (a) Path A, (b) Path B and (c) Path C.

MOO-BPNCC, we applied on small and large feature models
from SPLOT [34] and calculate time and space complexity as
shown in table 4.

FIGURE 6. Performance objective function for (a) Path A, (b) Path B and
(c) Path C.

By using path A, all configurations need to be optimized
that increase space and execution time with no constraint
violations (i.e., correct optimum solutions). By using Path B,
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FIGURE 7. CPU objective function for (a) Path A, (b) Path B and (c) Path C.

as the number of groups increase, time complexity also
increase. Path C is the most effective and efficient with less
configurations; less space and less execution time with zero
constraint violation.

Minimized optimum solutions by using Path A, Path B
and Path C is shown Fig. 9. Having the same mini-
mized optimum solutions of Path A (with optional features),
Path B (GroupWise evaluation) and Path C (without optional
variables) indicate that optional variables are not necessary
for minimized and maximized optimum solutions. For maxi-
mized optimum solutions, all attribute values of optional fea-
tures need to be calculated according to objective functions
by using Path C.

FIGURE 8. Memory objective function for (a) Path A, (b) Path B and
(c) Path C.

VII. DISCUSSION AND LIMITATIONS OF MOO-BPNCC
In this study, we have proposed MOO-BPNCC to achieve the
minimized and maximized optimum solutions of the contex-
tual variability of IoT-based FM. From experimental results,
we have observed that from three MOO-BPNCC paths,
path C is more efficient to obtain optimum solutions. How-
ever, our proposed approach does not cover the goal-based
optimum solutions (i.e., reference point base). Moreover,
in our experimental work, we only considered the basic pre-
defined relationships constraints of FM, but do not consider
the cross-tree constraints. Furthermore, we have applied the
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FIGURE 9. Minimized multi-objective optimum solutions (a) Path A,
(b) Path B and (c) Path C.

proposed approach for minimized objective functions and
found correct optimum solutions with less space and time
complexity by using Path C. In our experimental work, max-
imized objective functions do not exist. However, from given
process model, MOO-BPNCC is effective and efficient for
both minimized and maximized objective functions.

VIII. CONCLUSION
Software Product Line is extensively used in industry for
quick development with less cost and time to market by
applying the reusability of existing resources. FM is used
to manage the contextual variables and common features
of SPL. Due to the existence of contextual variability in

IoT applications, it is important to manage and increase the
reusability of IoT application features for quick development
and time to market with less cost. Optimization is the best
paradigm to handle the contextual variability according to
end user requirements. In this paper, we extended our pre-
vious proposed approach BPNCC to MOO-BPNCC to get
multi-objective optimum solutions. We proposed three paths
of MOO-BPNCC and presented limitations of each path to
get optimum solutions. However, Path C is more feasible
in case of less execution time and space with reducing the
complexity of features combinations by ignoring the optional
variables from FMduring the optimum process. Furthermore,
our experimental results show, path C is the best process to
get optimum features combinations for product derivations.

In future work, we will enhance the optimum solutions
with cross-tree constraints and goal-base optimization. Fur-
thermore, we will perform multi-objective optimization with
the priority of specific function.
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